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Chevy Expands Midnight Vehicle Offerings
For Chevy, black is the new
black.
Chevrolet is expanding its
popular specialty models to include Midnight Editions of its
Tahoe and Suburban full-size
SUVs, said Chevy spokesman
Monte Doran.
Doran said Tahoe retail sales
are currently up 18 percent compared with 2015, while Suburban
sales are up 30 percent compared with 2015.
Market share for Suburban and
Tahoe has risen a combined 3.6
percent this year. Together, these
two vehicles represent about 50
percent of all full-size SUVs sold
in the U.S.
The Suburban and Tahoe, Doran said, join the Silverado, Colorado, Equinox and Trax as part
of the growing portfolio of
Chevrolet Midnight Edition vehicles, among the fastest-selling of
Chevrolet’s special editions.
These two vehicles were natural candidates for the special edition treatment due to their lineage and importance to the
Chevrolet brand – Tahoe is the
best-selling full-size SUV in America and Suburban is the longestrunning nameplate in automotive
history since the vehicle’s inception in 1935.
The Midnight Edition Suburban and Tahoe SUVs are offered
in two different variants, Doran
said, the Z71 Midnight package

and the LT Midnight package. All
Midnight Edition vehicles are finished exclusively in black.
The Z71 Midnight includes all
of the features found on the Z71
Package including off-road tuned
suspension, off-road tires, skid
plates, off-road tubular assist
steps, fog lamps, tow hooks, sill
plates, 3.42 axle, 2-speed transfer
case, floor mats, hill-descent control, high-capacity air cleaner,
Z71 badging and more.
The Midnight Edition adds 18”
black-painted Z71 wheels, roof
rack cross rails, black grille insert, and black Chevrolet “bow
tie” logos.
The Z71 Midnight Tahoe also

comes equipped with aggressive
Goodyear DuraTrac off-road
tires.
The LT Midnight includes all of
the features found on both the LT
trim levels of Suburban and
Tahoe and adds 20” black
wheels, all-season tires, roof
rack cross rails, black assist
steps and black Chevrolet “bow
tie” logos.
“Our SUV customers have
shown a considerable appetite
for specialty vehicles,” said Mike
Weidman, marketing and advertising manager, Chevrolet Suburban and Tahoe.
Doran said the vehicles will go
on sale in late 2016.

GM employees Ashley Moran and Jim Clucka helping out at Gleaner’s.

teamGM Cares Volunteers
Help Improve Communities

New for 2017, the Tahoe Midnight Edition package

Volunteers from GM spent the
week of Sept. 12-16 helping charities around the country as a part
of teamGM Cares’ efforts to help
improve the communities in
which the company operates.
Sean O’Sullivan, a teamGM
Cares coordinator, was at the
Gleaner’s Food Bank facility in
Detroit on Sept. 13, helping GM
volunteers pack food for delivery
to churches and other organizations around metro Detroit.
“Today we have about 50 volunteers working at Gleaner’s,”

O’Sullivan said. “For the week,
teamGM Cares will be supervising more than 5,000 GM volunteers at sites around Michigan
and the country. This is the fifth
annual community outreach
week put on by the company and
the second year in a row that
teamGM Cares has been in
charge of it.
“Last year, we had about 2,400
volunteers working on 140 different projects. This year, we have
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

Ford’s Michigan Assembly Losing Focus,
C-Max to Mexico; Gains New Ford Ranger?
by Jim Stickford
Ford’s transfer of small vehicle
production from its Michigan Assembly Plant in Wayne to Mexico
has been confirmed, and this
move is just part of a larger trend
of manufacturers moving small
car production to lower-laborcost countries.
Ford CEO Mark Fields confirmed the move Sept. 14 at an
event for investors and Wall
Street analysts held at the automaker’s Dearborn headquarters.
Ford currently assembles the

Focus and the C-Max at Wayne
Assembly. The Fiesta subcompact is already made in Mexico.
Fields’ announcement means
that in the future all the company’s North American small car
production will take place in
Mexico.
The Associated Press reported
that the company is building a
new $1.6 billion assembly plant
in San Luis Potosi, Mexico. It will
make small cars there starting in
2018.
AP also reported that under
Ford’s current contract with the

UAW, Michigan Assembly will not
be closed, but rather will be getting new vehicles to build, likely,
said AP, larger, more profitable
vehicles like the Ford Ranger
pickup.
“We’ve been expecting this announcement for a while,” said
Mike Wall, head of IHS Automotive Analysis. “The costs of production are no doubt driving the
move, but this mirrors a trend
we’ve been seeing around the
world – the moving of small car
CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

The Ford Michigan Assembly plant will be retooled for a new vehicle.

Cadillac Gets Fashionable,
Names Retail Designers

L-R: Steven Kolb, Carly Cushnie, Pamela Love, Michelle Ochs, Maxwell Osborne, Donna Kang, Timo Weiland,
Tanya Taylor, Alan Eckstein, Prabal Gurung, Dao-Yi Chow and Nathan Tan are Cadillac’s fashion winners.

The Council of Fashion Designers of America (CFDA) and Cadillac on Sept. 7 named the next
five designers participating in
Retail Lab.
This is a mentorship program,
said Cadillac spokesman Eneuri
Acosta, that gives fashion designers a real-world education in retail, including a rotating physical
retail space at Cadillac House.
The five winners represent different fashion houses, Acosta
said.
“In this case, you should consider the individuals’ names as
fashion brands, which is why the
list has both individuals and
fashion houses,” Acosta said.
The five selectees are the
Cushnie et Ochs fashion house,
the Public School fashion house,
as well as Tanya Taylor, Pamela
Love and Prabal Gurung.
The five designers will be part

of the 2016/2017 term and will
open their respective retail
shops for a three-month period
while in the mentorship program, Acosta said.
Retail Lab is an initiative in
which designers are selected
through a competitive application process to gain valuable
retail experience under the tutelage of fashion industry experts.
Cushnie et Ochs will be the second featured designer and will
open Oct. 1, Acosta said, following the inaugural designer Timo
Weiland.
“We’re excited to be the next
brand participating in the CFDA’s
Retail Lab at Cadillac House,”
said Carly Cushnie of Cushnie et
Ochs. “As we formulate our plans
to open the first Cushnie et Ochs
retail store, it will be immensely
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Freudenberg-NOK
Wins Award for
Excellence
Freudenberg-NOK
Sealing
Technologies’ Troy and Milan,
Ohio manufacturing facilities
have been awarded Gold and
Bronze level Supplier Quality Excellence Process (SQEP) certification from Caterpillar Inc.
Caterpillar, said Freudenberg
spokeswoman Cheryl Eberwein,
created the SQEP to recognize
those suppliers that demonstrate their commitment to
excellence and drive a “zero
defects” culture within their
organizations. Troy, which received Gold status, and Milan,
which received Bronze, are the
first Freudenberg-NOK facilities
to receive such coveted recognition from Caterpillar.
“Winning Gold and Bronze
supplier quality awards from
Caterpillar is a major accomplishment, and we’re very happy
to receive this recognition,” said
Joel Johnson, global vice president of Sales, Mobile Machinery,
Freudenberg-NOK.
“The Troy and Milan sites are
completely dedicated to excellence, which is reflected in these
awards. The Manufacturing,
Quality, Customer Service, and
Supply Chain teams have
worked hand-in-hand with Sales
and Caterpillar to make this a
culmination of a true team effort.”
Troy supplies Caterpillar with
polyurethane buffer seals, U-cup
seals and wiper seals that are
used in its construction and mining equipment, Eberwein said.
Milan works as a customer
service and shipping hub for
Caterpillar, matching the company’s fluid power sealing requirements with global Freudenberg
and NOK products and then importing and redistributing products to Caterpillar locations.

Attorney to Talk
On Estate Plans
At Warren Library
The Warren Public Library is
presenting some interesting options to the residents of the city
in September.
“Learn how to protect your
loved ones and property,” said
Warren librarian Jennifer Lund.
“Attorney Nick Daniels will be
here to discuss estate planning
and answer your questions.
The program takes place Monday, Sept. 19, at 6 p.m. in the
Warren Civic Center Conference
Room.
On Monday, Sept. 26, at 6 p.m.,
you can get down with the sound
of the Dirty Basement Blues
Band. All ages are welcome but
children must be accompanied
by an adult.”
Lund said that on Thursday,
Sept. 29, at 6 p.m., Warren residents will have the opportunity
to meet with Macomb County
Treasurer Derek E. Miller, and
learn more about what he does
for Macomb County residents.
There will be time for questions.
To learn more, call 586-7510770.
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EPA Estimates Chevy Bolt EV Mileage Range at 238
Chevrolet has kept its promise.
It earlier said it would offer the
first affordable electric vehicle
with 200 miles or more of range
and will exceed those expectations when the 2017 Bolt EV
goes on sale later this year.
With the vehicle’s EPA-estimated range of 238 miles, owners
can expect to go beyond their average daily driving needs – with
plenty of range to spare – in the
2017 Bolt EV when charging regularly, said GM spokesman Fred
Ligouri.
“Chevrolet showed the world
the production version Bolt EV
earlier this year and in a few
short months we’ve moved from
that vision to a reality,” said GM
North America President Alan
Batey. “The Bolt EV is a game
changer for the electric car segment and it will start to become
available at Chevrolet dealerships later this year.”
Bolt EV buyers won’t be able
to find a better value for an allelectric, “thrill-inducing” ride
with an expected MSRP below

$37,500 and before available federal tax credit of up to $7,500,
Batey said. Plenty of range, cargo
space, technology and safety features make the Bolt EV a great
package for any driver, he said.
The issue of range anxiety –
the fear that a driver’s vehicle
will run out of power before a
driver can recharge the vehicle –
is addressed by the Bolt, Ligouri
said.
“The average daily driving
habits of 80 percent of American
drivers is 40 miles,” Ligouri said.
“In the Bolt EV, our engineers
have developed a vehicle that
has a range that allows drivers to
go from home to work to errands. They can pick up their
kids at school without having to
fear their vehicles will run out of
power. They can drive the Bolt
EV with full confidence.”
The Bolt EV provides more
than just range, Ligouri said.
“While range is important, we
knew Bolt EV owners would want
more – more space and more
power – and the Bolt EV deliv-

ers,” said Bolt EV Chief Engineer
Josh Tavel. “Our team took special pride in optimizing every aspect of this vehicle, especially its
impressive range and ride dynamics.”
When the Bolt EV arrives at select Chevrolet dealerships in late
2016, Ligouri said, Chevrolet will

offer a flavor of electrification to
meet any customer’s needs.
Whether it’s the pure electric
Bolt EV, the Chevrolet Volt or the
Chevrolet
Malibu
Hybrid,
Chevrolet dealerships are full of
affordable options for an efficient
and engaging driving experience,
Ligouri said.

2017 Bolt EV

Dodge Boldly Coloring Outside the Lines with New Shades
Color Dodge bold.
The brand is adding even more
excitement to the Dodge brand’s
rich muscle-car legacy and its
most powerful lineup ever, according to Dodge officials.
America’s mainstream performance car brand is pulling from
its history for its new 2017 exterior color lineup with a pallet of
paint names derived directly from
the brand’s colorful muscle car
heritage, said Dodge spokesman
Dan Reid.
For the most hardcore Dodge
fans and enthusiasts, Green Go and
Yellow Jacket join the legacy of the
brand’s limited-production hues
such as Plum Crazy, Sublime and
Go Mango.

“Our heritage-inspired paint
names highlight how the Dodge
brand attitude permeates through
everything we do, even a simple
detail like a color name,” said Tim
Kuniskis, head of Passenger Car
Brands, Dodge, SRT, Chrysler and
Fiat – FCA North America.
“For Dodge, the heritage-inspired names are more than just
catchy ways to call out our paint
– these names resonate with our
customers, speaking to their personality, their car passion and
their love of their Dodge.”
These names represent nearly a
half-century of bold names for
bold rides, Reid said.
Names like the Top Banana,
HEMI Orange and Panther Pink exBuy One Sundae
Get Same Size Sundae

For
99¢
Limit 4 - Any Size
Must present coupon at time of purchase.
Coupons may not be combined with other offers.
Expires 9/30/16.
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$

terior colors originating from
Dodge during the muscle-car era.
And, Reid said, the brand is digging deep once again to revive its
bold paint-naming strategy for
2017 and further building on its lexicon within automotive enthusiasts.
Arriving to Dodge dealerships
this fall, the 2017 Dodge Challenger, Charger, Viper, Durango,
Journey and Grand Caravan will offer an array of colors that include:
• Redline 2K;
• Blu By You;
• Stout Brown;
• White Knuckle;
• Redline 3K;
• Maximum Steel Metallic;
• Bomber Brown;
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• Vice White;
• Octane Red;
• Yellow Jacket;
• Granite;
• White Noise;
• TorRed;
• Olive Green;
• Billet;
• Blood Orange;
• Green Go;
• Black Onyx;
• Go Mango;
• Destroyer Gray;
• DB Black;
• Contusion Blue;
• Bruiser Gray;
• Pitch Black.
Dodge is focusing on its performance roots with every single
model it offers, said Reid.
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Chevrolet Working to Promote Good Vibes

GM employees do volunteer work at Gleaner’s Food Bank in Detroit.

teamGM Cares Volunteers
Help Improve Communities
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

more than 5,000 working on 230
projects.”
O’Sullivan said the goal of having 5,000 volunteers participate
in the community outreach week
was a “stretch” goal to aim for.
“Up to a couple of weeks ago,”
O’Sullivan said, “I was afraid that
we wouldn’t make it. We only
had about 3,500 people signed
up. But we were able to reach
our goal.”
GM has facilities around the
state and across the country,
O’Sullivan said. The company,
over the past few years, has
opened IT sites in Phoenix and
Austin, Texas.
Volunteers from these sites
participated in their own projects.
In Austin, 100 employees will
landscape, clean up, and improve the trails at Walnut Creek
Metropolitan Park.
In Phoenix, more than 40
employees will hand-pack meals
specifically
formulated
for
malnourished
children
at
Feed My Starving Children in
Arizona.
In Michigan, nearly 850 employees will pack food and participate in other projects at
Gleaners Community Food Bank
and Forgotten Harvest in metro
Detroit. And 239 employees will
participate in 44 projects at
Grace Centers of Hope in Pontiac
– where volunteers will rebuild
homes, clean lots, garden and
paint. And employees also participated in projects at Belle Isle,
Greening of Detroit, The Parade
Company and Focus Hope.
O’Sullivan said that teamGM
Cares hasn’t forgotten about other parts of the state. About 440
employees from Flint and Grand
Blanc will participate in a variety
of projects.
TeamGM Cares is new to the
company, O’Sullivan said. It’s different from the GM Foundation
because the foundation is more
oriented toward the giving of
grants, whereas teamGM Cares is
aimed at getting GM employees
out into the communities where
they live and work to help make
a difference.
“Over the past few years,
we’ve managed to build relationships with a number of charities
and have been able to work with
them to help their communities,”
O’Sullivan said. “The nonprofits
we work with are concerned with
STEM, safety and community development.”
The safety nonprofits include
groups like the American Red
Cross, O’Sullivan said. GM had a
relationship with Gleaner’s even
before teamGM Cares was
formed.

“We try to stay active throughout the year,” O’Sullivan said. “It
seems like we’re doing something special every week.”
Theresa Wick, Volunteer Services manager at Gleaner’s, said
that the organization likes to
keep its doors open for volunteers and they particularly like
GM volunteers.
“They come on time and are
ready to work,” Wick said.
“They are focused and willing
to do the work that needs to be
done. And while we get groups of
volunteers to come in, we record
them as individuals.
“And a lot of the GM volunteers look around and come back
with friends and families to give
of their time. Our GM partners
want to help make changes.
“The work they do just doesn’t
happen during GM’s volunteer
week. It happens all year-round
and these people want to be a
part of it.”

These days a car can be more
than a car. It can be a statement
about the driver’s life and a way of
interacting with the world.
That’s why, said Chevrolet
spokesman Craig Daitch, the company has asked the question,
“Have you ever stopped to consider the positivity you bring to your
friends, family or greater community?”
With September’s “International
Day of Positive Thinking” in mind,
Chevrolet enlisted the cognitive
capabilities of IBM’s Watson platform to develop the Chevrolet
Global Positivity System – a mobile and desktop website that evaluates users’ social media presence
to gauge their positive impact,
Daitch said.
“A positive, never-give-up attitude has been a driving force for
the Chevrolet brand for more than
a century and has motivated us as
a team to turn the impossible into
the possible,” said Tim Mahoney,
chief marketing officer of Global
Chevrolet.
“We encourage people around
the world to reflect on their own
outlook by using the Global Positivity System and to consider the
possibilities in their own lives.”
Chevrolet sought to create a
tool that could provide the most
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accurate snapshot of a user’s social sentiment, Mahoney said. In
working with IBM to incorporate
Watson’s functionality, Chevy
found the perfect solution to meet
its goals.
“One of the key pillars of cognitive computing is the ability to surface valuable insights. People may
use those in varying ways – to engage with a customer, to make a
business decision, or to reveal hidden value,” said Stephen Gold,
vice president, IBM Watson.
“What Chevy is doing with Watson enhances not just personal engagement, but also helps show
customers the value they are delivering to others through positivity. It’s a creative way of using technology to amplify a uniquely human attribute.”

Using IBM’s Watson Personality
Insights and AlchemyLanguage
APIs, Mahoney said Chevy’s Global Positivity System is able to build
a detailed personality snapshot for
users that is based on multiple criteria, including a social media
analysis to evaluate sentiment and
a personality characteristic evaluation to help guide users toward
activities for their next adventure.
The output also includes a score
based on Watson Sentiment Analysis capability, which provides an
interpretation of the positivity of
users’ Facebook and Twitter
posts, Daitch said.
Users then can share their score
with each other via social media
and compare it with the average of
the Global Positivity System community.
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Ford, U-M Create
New Robotics
Partnership

Uber Begins Testing Autonomous Vehicle in Real World
by DAKE KANG
Associated Press
PITTSBURGH (AP) – Uber riders in Pittsburgh can get a
glimpse of the future by summoning a car capable of handling
most of the tasks of driving on its
own.
Starting on Sept. 14, a fleet of
self-driving Ford Fusions began
picking up Uber riders who opted to participate in a test program. While the vehicles are
loaded with features that allow
them to navigate on their own,
an Uber engineer will sit in the
driver’s seat and seize control if
things go awry.
Uber’s test program is the latest move in an increasingly heated race between tech companies
in Silicon Valley and traditional
automakers to perfect fully driverless cars for regular people.
Competitors such as Volvo and
Google have invested hundreds
of millions of dollars and logged
millions of miles test driving
autonomous vehicles, but Uber
is the first company in the U.S. to
make self-driving cars available
to the general public.
“That pilot really pushes the
ball forward for us,” said Raffi
Krikorian, director of Uber Advanced Technologies Center
(ATC) in Pittsburgh, the company’s main facility for testing selfdriving vehicles. “We think it can
help with congestion, we think it
can make transportation cheaper
and more accessible for the vast
majority of people.”
Removing the cost of the driver is one way to make rides more
affordable. But that prospect
didn’t sit well with some Uber
customers.
“It scares me not to have a
driver there with an Uber,” said
Claudia Tyler, a health executive
standing near the entrance of an
office in downtown Pittsburgh.

A reporter from The Associated
Press tried out the service Sept.
12.
The ride through downtown
Pittsburgh and over some
bridges went smoothly, with the
car waiting for oncoming traffic
before making a turn and at one
point stopping for a vehicle that
was backing into a parking space.
Parking, however, was a task the
human driver had to perform.
Approaches to driverless technology differ. Google, a unit of Alphabet, and Ford Motor Co. want
to perfect the fully driverless car
– no steering wheel, no pedals –
before letting the public climb
in for a ride. Others are adding
autonomous features in phases,
while relying on the driver to
take over in certain circumstances.
Many experts predict that it
will be years, if not decades, before the public is being driven
around in fleets of fully driverless
vehicles under any condition.
“Because vehicles are driving
at seventy miles per hour on the
highway, if something goes
wrong, things could go wrong
very bad, very quickly,” said
Carnegie Mellon engineering Professor Raj Rajkumar. “This technology needs to be ultra-reliable
before we can take the human
out of the driving equation.”
NuTonomy, a spinoff from the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, got the jump on Uber
globally three weeks ago when it
began picking up passengers in
self-driving taxis in Singapore.
The company said last week that
its six taxis – with backup drivers
– haven’t had any accidents
since the service launched.
The
Uber
vehicles
are
equipped with everything from
seven traffic-light detecting cameras to a radar system that detects different weather conditions to 20 spinning lasers that

Robotic technologies for air,
sea and roads, for factories, hospitals and homes will have tailored lab space in the University
of Michigan’s planned Robotics
Laboratory.
The U-M Board of Regents approved the schematic design for
the $75 million facility on Sept.
15. It is slated for the northeast
corner of North Campus in the
College of Engineering, said university spokeswoman Nicole
Casal Moore.
The 140,000-square-foot building will house a three-story fly
zone for autonomous aerial vehicles, an outdoor obstacle course
for walking robots, and high-bay
garage space for self-driving
cars, among other features.
And in a unique collaboration,
Moore said Ford Motor Co. will
provide funding to add a fourth
floor that it will lease for dedicated space where Ford researchers
will eventually be based.
Construction is scheduled to
begin after a fundraising effort
and should be finished in 2020.
When the building opens, U-M
will become one of an elite few
universities with a dedicated robotics facility, Moore said. It will
be the only university whose lab
is down the road from a proving
ground for driverless and connected vehicles. Mcity, U-M’s
simulated urban and suburban
environment for safe, controlled
testing of advanced mobility vehicles and technologies, is located a half-mile from the Robotics
Laboratory site.
“The University of Michigan
has long been a global leader in
robotics and our new facility will
give our faculty members room
to reach for world-changing advances and set them in motion,”
said Professor Alec Gallimore,
dean of Robert J. Vlasic Engineering.
“Robots have come a long way
from programmed machines
bolted to the factory floor. Today
they move through the world
around us. They communicate
and interact with each other and
with us. They’re making our
work, our travel and our lives
easier, more efficient and safer.”

An Uber autonomous car being tested in Pittsburgh.

generate a continuous, 360-degree 3-D map of the surrounding
environment.
During the demonstration for
reporters two engineers were
seated in front – one ready to
take control in case the car encountered a situation it couldn’t
handle, the other monitoring the
car’s 3D map and scribbling
notes on how to improve the
car’s software. The engineers
must undergo a week of safety
orientation or more to drive the
cars, with additional training as
the vehicles continue to be refined.
Pittsburgh is a particularly
good place to experiment, they
said, because the city is a research hub of self-driving cars
and has notoriously bad driving
conditions,
including
snowstorms, rolling hills and a tangled
network of aging roads and
bridges.
Uber executives are watching
to see how the cars handle these
challenges before saying when
fully driverless vehicles will be
ready to hit the roads.
“We actually think of Pittsburgh as the double black diamond of driving,” Krikorian said.
“If we can really tackle Pitts-

burgh, then we have a better
chance of tackling most other
cities around the world.”
Pennsylvania also lacks stringent testing regulations at the
moment, unlike other driverless
car-testing venues such as California. The Uber trial is perfectly
legal under current state law,
Pennsylvania officials said.
“There’s no requirement that
you be touching the steering
wheel,” said Kurt J. Myers,
deputy secretary at the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation. “But there is a requirement
that you are a licensed driver
and that you are in the driver’s
seat.”
A task force commissioned by
the state is expected to make policy recommendations in November. Uber officials hope the initial
trial will teach them how to ease
public fears of adopting the leading-edge technology.
“The Pittsburgh pilot is our opportunity for real world testing,
so that we can learn more about
what makes riders feel safe and
comfortable,” said Uber Product
Manager Emily Bartel.
Uber’s Silicon Valley roots
means it tends to pivot quickly
and plan, experiment, and adjust
direction within weeks, in contrast to longtime carmakers like
General Motors or Toyota who
have yearlong timelines when
bringing out new features, Rajkumar and Uber officials said.
When the drivers are removed
from front seats, the cars will
likely be restricted to driving in
specific locations under good
conditions at first.
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Chrysler MatchMaker Connects Suppliers Ford Expands Its Businesses
To Shuttles, Bike Sharing
by Jim Stickford

In an era of Facebook friends
and
Internet
relationships,
there’s still value to having people meet face to face. Which is
why Fiat Chrysler held its 17th
annual MatchMaker event Sept.
15 at the company’s headquarters in Auburn Hills.
“The main purpose of our
MatchMaker event is to find opportunities to match our suppliers who are owned by veterans,
women and minorities with larger supplers,” said Kevin Bell,
manager – Supplier Diversity and
Training, Fiat Chrysler.
“This event really creates opportunities for Tier II suppliers to
connect with Tier I suppliers.”
The event also creates opportunities for Fiat Chrysler to help
educate suppliers on topics such
as succession.
“We work with a lot of smaller
suppliers,” Bell said. “What happens when the boss decides it’s
time to retire? Now some companies have a succession plan for
the heir apparent, and some
don’t. We can help with that. And
even when a company has an
heir apparent, we can educate
them on topics like trust agreements and how to make sure the
process happens smoothly.”
Fiat Chrysler also offers classes on how to take advantage of
the company’s World Class Manufacturing (WCM) system and
how to improve their own manufacturing processes.

“We also hold seminars on
how to work with government
agencies like the Minority Business Development Agency to get
things like access to capital and
how to get grants and government training,” Bell said. “We do
this to help smaller suppliers
learn what’s out there and how
the government can help them
by providing a platform for people to learn.”
For Lisa Lunsford, CEO of the
Livonia-based GS3 Global, said
her goal was to meet new clients
and talk to people the company
doesn’t currently do business
with. And she was also looking
for suppliers to meet the company’s needs.
Lunsford said GS3 got its start
in 2010 when she and the
company’s co-founder Robert
Gruschow got together to form
the business.
“I have a degree in chemistry
from Bennett College in North
Carolina,” Lunsford said. “I got
my start in the automotive industry back in 1986 when I started
working in Ford’s plastics research and development department. In 1998, I sarted my own
software company, which wrote
software for the transportation
industry. It’s still in existence. It
services some clients in North
Carolina.”
GS3, Lunsford said, engineers,
makes, assembles and does the
logistics on metal-formed parts
such as engine brackets and
door strikers.

“We just acquired MDS Stamping of Livonia,” Lunsford said.
“The deal was completed on
March 30 of this year. It’s a big
deal because it allows us to get in
the striking business. All car
doors, trunks and hoods have
strikers, so that’s a lot of business. And acquiring MDS gives us
a whole new skill set because we
now have the tech to perform
spin riveting for our customers.
We’re very excited.”
Lundford said she likes the
MatchMaker event because it allows her to talk face-to-face with
clients and potential clients. And
she also gets to meet potential
suppliers for the materials they
need.
Paul Duff, North American Accounts manager at Chemico out
of Southfield, said he’s glad to
not only meet people in the auto
industry but to get exposure to
Fiat Chrysler’s management and
staff and be able to discuss how
to better serve the company’s
needs.
“This company started out in
1989 with $500,000 in sales,” Duff
said. “Now we expect to break
$100 million this year. Our owner,
Leon C. Richardson is not only
African American, he’s also a veteran of the Marine Corps.
“He was working with another
chemical supplier in 1989 and
had some different ideas about
how things could be done. So he
took his bonus check from
August of that year and in September founded Chemico.”

Public Losing Interest in Autonomous Cars?
After reaching an all-time high
in 2015, consumers’ interest in
autonomous driving systems has
fallen in 2016, reflecting hesitance about the reliance of selfdriving technology, according to
a recent survey from Strategy
Analytics of Boston.
Derek Viita, Strategy Analytics
senior analyst and report author,
said that although advanced
safety systems are spreading into
more models, and media coverage of self-driving systems is becoming more widespread, “general consumer interest in many
advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS) features has hit a
roadblock.
Media stories of consumers
complaining about (and even deactivating) features such as lane
departure warning are clearly
having a negative impact.”
Viita’s report – “Consumer
Interest in Advanced Safety
Features Cools in Europe and
US”–
stated that consumer
interest in a variety of ADAS
has fallen from 2015, though
willingness to pay for certain
systems like blind spot detection
remains strong at low price
points.
Chris Schreiner, director of the
company’s In-Vehicle Exchange

department, said its research on
autonomous parking and driving
systems shows that these features are riddled with poor HMI
(human machine interface) and
in some cases add minimal value
for the driver.

LET US CATER YOUR NEXT EVENT…

CALL 877-360-2283
FREE COOKIE PLATTER
WHEN YOU PURCHASE ANY GIANT SUB OR SUB PLATTER
Limited time. Only at participating restaurants. Void if transferred, sold, reproduced or auctioned. Additional charge for extras. Plus applicable tax. No cash value.
Not for sale. One coupon per customer, per visit. May not be combined with other offers, coupons or discount cards. Coupon must be surrendered with purchase.
©2016 Doctor’s Associates Inc. SUBWAY® is a registered trademark of Doctor’s Associates Inc.

Employment Line 586-904-1206

The decrease in consumer
interest for these features
suggests that the word is
getting out, and early implementations of these features
are not meeting consumer expectations.

by DEE-ANN DURBIN
AP Auto Writer
DETROIT (AP) – Ford Motor
Company is buying an app-based
shuttle service and partnering
with a bike-share company as
part of its ongoing effort to expand its traditional business.
Ford is buying Chariot, which
currently operates 100 14-passenger Ford Transit vans in the
San Francisco area. The shuttle
service determines its routes by
users’ needs. Ford says it plans
to expand the shuttle service to
five more cities over the next 18
months.
Ford also is partnering with
Motivate, a New York company
that runs bike-sharing programs
in 11 U.S. cities and in Melbourne, Australia. Ford says it
plans to increase Motivate’s San
Francisco fleet from 700 bikes to
7,000 bikes by the end of 2018,
using bicycles made in Detroit. It
also will increase the number of
stations where riders can get
bikes.
Its program, called Ford
GoBike, will be accessible
through its FordPass app, which
launched earlier this year.
FordPass currently lets users
find and pay for parking or remotely start their cars. But the
company envisions a day when
Ford car owners and non-owners
could use the app to coordinate
shared rides, rent cars or bikes
and link up to public transportation. Ford could collect valuable
data on where customers go and
which transportation options
they use.
Ultimately, Ford could even offer rides in the autonomous cars
it’s developing.
Ford said it’s also creating a
team that will work with cities

around the world to propose
solutions to traffic congestion
and run pilot programs like shuttle services.
The moves are among the first
by Ford Smart Mobility, a Silicon
Valley-based subsidiary formed
in March to invest in promising
startups and explore new modes
of transportation.
Ford CEO Mark Fields says half
the world’s population now lives
in cities, and by 2030, that number is expected to grow to 60
percent. Congested cities hurt
Ford’s core business, because
cars become an expensive hassle
to own in big cities.
Fields says instead of just trying to sell cars in crowded cities,
Ford wants to be part of the solution to congestion and keep an
open mind about new ways to
get around.
“Our whole reason for being,
going back to Henry Ford, is making people’s lives better and
changing the way the world
moves,’’ Fields said. “We not only
think we could do some societal
good here, but we could also
generate some business opportunities for us.’’
Ford isn’t saying how much it
is spending in the all-cash deal
for Chariot, which will operate as
a wholly-owned subsidiary.
Ford has been running pilot
shuttle programs in Kansas City,
New York, London and other
cities for several years.
Jim Hackett, the chairman of
Ford Smart Mobility, said those
tests confirmed the potential of
shared shuttles. Algorithms developed by Ford and Chariot will
be used to map out the best
route for the shuttles.
Ford’s plans are just the latest
in a rapidly changing mobility
landscape.
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Detroit Power Impresses Car and Driver
Detroit is producing some
powerful and fast cars for drivers
– just ask the editors at Car and
Driver magazine.
Results from its tenth annual
Lightning Lap, recognizing the
fastest production cars on the
market were released on Sept.
13.
This year’s winner is the
Dodge Viper ACR, said magazine
spokeswoman Lauren Demitry.
Last year, another American car
– the Chevrolet Corvette Z06 –
was the reigning champ, so the
Viper continues Detroit’s winning
streak for 2016, Demitry said.
Every year for a decade now,
Demitry said, Car and Driver has
tested vehicles on America’s
most demanding road course –
the Virginia International Raceway – to answer the ultimate performance-car question: What’ll it
do?
The track doesn’t care about
marketing claims or badge snobbery, Car and Driver editors
wrote, it treats every entrant
equally harshly.
“This year we threw 18 cars
(plus a few oddballs) into VIR’s
paved crucible,” editors wrote.
Here are some of the Car and
Driver Lightning Lap results
ranked by lap time (min:sec):
• 2016 Dodge Viper ACR:
2:44.2;
• 2017 Chevrolet Corvette
Grand Sport: 2:47.1;
• 2016 Ford Mustang Shelby
GT350R: 2:51.8;
• 2017 Chevrolet Camaro SS
1LE: 2:54.8;
• 2016 Dodge Charger SRT
Hellcat: 3:03.5;
• 2016 Ford Focus RS: 3:03.9;
• 2017 Chevrolet Camaro 1LE:
3:04.0.
Editors wrote of the 2016 Viper
ACR that it’s unfortunate that
Fiat Chrysler is ending the Viper
because it’s a great car that requires the best from its driver

and that “this ax can win any
knife fight that comes its way.”
The editors said of the 2016
Corvette Grand Sport, “I like the
Z06, it’s weaponized fiberglass,
just with a little less fissile material. Equipped with the $7,995 Z07
package, which adds Michelin Pilot Sport Cup 2 tires and carbonceramic brakes, the Grand Sport
clings to Turn 1 with 1.19 g’s of
grip, a close second to the Z06’s
1.20 g’s, the most grip we’ve ever
recorded in that corner.”
The 2016 Mustang Shelby was
also highly praised by Car and
Driver’s experts.
Editors wrote, that compared
to the Camaro Z/28, “which leaps
over curbing and pounds the
track into submission, the
GT350R sops up the harsh stuff
without upsetting the chassis or
the driver.”
Editors wrote of the Camaro SS
1LE that it “steals more than
eight seconds from the previous
LL1 record holders.
In doing so, it leaves in its
wake a parade of more
powerful and more expensive
cars, and it absolutely stomps its
current Blue Oval rival.”

Editors called the 2016 Dodge
Charger SRT Hellcat the “Hulk in
Gucci pumps” because “nobody
looks at this thing and thinks
‘track car.’ Okay, maybe parallel
tracks with Christmas trees, but
no track with curves. The Charger is just so big, so heavy, so utterly Woodward Avenue.”
Having written that, editors
also said the car’s fun and gives
the driver tremendous power.
Editors said that the 2016 Ford
Focus RS’s “development roots
and spiritual successors lie
in Europe and Japan, respectively.
Yet
there’s
something
distinctly American about the
state of mind required to go
quickly in the RS. The most effective driving style, the one that
solves most problems, in fact, is
gratuitous use of the throttle.
Put your foot in it. Steer. Let the
electronics sort out the rest.
What could be more American
than that?”
The full analysis of all of the
chosen vehicles is featured in the
October issue of Car and Driver,
on newsstands and available for
sale right now. It is also available
online at CarandDriver.com.

2016 Dodge Viper ACR

Ford to Help Disaster Relief Organizations
When disaster strikes, three
nonprofits in the United States
will be able to beef up their response capability to help people
faster and more effectively
through a new program called
the Ford Disaster Relief Mobility
Challenge.
In conjunction with September’s National Disaster Preparedness Month, Ford Motor Company will award three grants of up
to $70,000 each for U.S.-based
nonprofit organizations to purchase and modify a Ford Transit
van for use in disaster relief
work, said Ford spokesman Eric
Mitchell.
Ford is asking nonprofits to describe how the Ford Transit van,
which is offered with multiple
roof heights, body lengths,
wheelbases and engine options,
can serve their disaster response
needs, Mitchell said.
Winners who meet the challenge will be selected based on
proposed vehicle use and community need.
Additional ground rules include:
• Applications must be submitted by Oct. 31, 2016;
• Applicants must be a certified U.S. 501(c) 3 nonprofit organization;
• Government organizations
and municipalities are not eligible;
• Winners will be notified in
November 2016.
To share an idea, visit fordbetterworld.org. Click to hear Jim
Vella discuss the challenge.
“We’re asking for help from the
experts on the ground on how to
best utilize Ford vehicles following an earthquake, hurricane or
other devastating natural event,”
said Jim Vella, president, Ford
Motor Company Fund.
“Ford’s strength as a mobility
company combined with the
know-how of dedicated disaster
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Ford Unveils Mobility Plan,
Predicts Lower Profits
by DEE-ANN DURBIN
AP Auto Writer
DETROIT (AP) – Ford Motor
Co. said Sept. 14 that a plan to
embrace “mobility” and spend
billions on electric and autonomous vehicles will hurt its bottom line in the short term but
lead to frothier profit margins in
the future.
Ford said profit from its core
business of selling cars and trucks
will improve over the next three
years. But its ambitious plan to invest in emerging businesses will
damp pretax profit next year before it rebounds in 2018.
The maker of the best-selling F150 pickup truck and the iconic
Mustang muscle car has said it
will invest $4.5 billion to bring 13
new electric and hybrid vehicles
to market by 2020. Ford also has
promised to put a fully autonomous vehicle into ride-hailing or
car-sharing fleets by 2021.
“We are making choices:
Where to play, where not to play
and how we’re going to win,”
Ford CEO Mark Fields told investors and Wall Street analysts
at the company’s headquarters
during a day-long presentation.
Fields said Dearborn-based
Ford has a unique opportunity to
remake its business at a time
when it’s healthy and profitable.
“Usually when we had to do it,
our backs were up against the
hot pipes and we were in crisis,”
Fields said.
The company recently bought
Chariot, a crowd-sourced shuttle
service in San Francisco, and is
partnering with bike-share company Motivate. It’s also investing
in companies that make sensors
and maps for autonomous cars.
Ford says 30 vehicles are sold
each minute in the U.S., but 9 million miles are traveled. If people
want to travel by autonomous
taxi or shared rides, Ford wants
to provide the cars, the service
or both.
Ford execs say autonomous
cars could make up 20 percent of
global vehicle sales by 2030.

“This is very different thinking
for us. For years, we have
thought about the thing and how
many things we sold,” Fields
said.
Ford is projecting an adjusted
pretax profit of $10.2 billion this
year, lower than the record $10.8
billion it booked last year. The
deficit is largely due to a recall of
2.4 million vehicles for defective
door latches that will cost Ford
$640 billion.
Among other topics Ford discussed at the event:
• WATCH IT, TESLA: Ford technology chief Raj Nair suggested
that Tesla Motors’ semi-autonomous Autopilot system was put
into public hands too early.
Autopilot keeps a car within its
lane, brakes automatically and
maintains a set speed without a
driver’s hands on the wheel. A
driver whose car was using the
system died in Florida in May in
a collision with a tractor-trailer.
Nair said accidents like that
could cause regulators to clamp
down on the technology. Autopilot’s role in the Florida crash is
under investigation.
• PROFIT MARGINS: Fields
said Ford’s emerging mobility
businesses may not make money
right away, but will have to show
a path to profitability. The CEO
said the automotive business
needs to deliver profit margins of
8 percent or more, while emerging businesses will need to deliver margins of 20 percent or higher. Fields said Ford isn’t afraid to
change course if the goals aren’t
being met.
• CUTTING COSTS: Ford says
it will gain $3 billion each year in
efficiencies between 2016 and
2018.
That includes making its vehicles less complex. Right now,
for example, there are 200,000
buildable combinations of the
Ford Focus sedan available to
consumers in North America.
Ford is reducing that to 300 in
2017 and 30 in the next-generation Focus, saving $250 to $300
per vehicle.

Ford’s Michigan Assembly
Moving Focus to Mexico

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Ford is presenting three grants to buy Transits for emergency vehicles.

The Transit van will be modified by nonprofits for disaster relief.

responders can take our efforts
to a higher level and help more
people.”
Ford, Vella said, has a long history of supporting disaster relief
efforts in the United States and
overseas, working with the
American Red Cross, the Salvation Army and other nonprofit
groups.
As a member of the Red Cross
Annual Disaster Giving Program,

Ford, said Vella, pledges support
in advance of major disasters,
ensuring that the Red Cross is
prepared to respond immediately to emergencies.
Over the past several years,
Ford has provided 15 disaster response vehicles to organizations
in communities across the United States, from New Jersey to
Oregon and California, Mitchell
said.

production to lower-labor-cost
production facilities in different
countries.”
In Europe, OEMs have been
moving small car production to
Eastern and Central Europe. In
Asia, small car production has
been moving to countries like
Thailand, Indonesia and India,
Wall said. The low-labor-cost
country in the North American
market usually means Mexico.
“I would say what we’re seeing
here is an interesting dynamic,”
Wall said. “While Michigan Assembly is losing the Focus and CMax, it is getting another vehicle,
most likely the Ranger mid-size
pickup truck. That’s a higher
profit vehicle and is a perfect fit
for Michigan Assembly.”
And moving the Focus and CMax to Mexico is also a win for
Ford for another reason, Wall
said.
Mexico currently has free
trade agreements with dozens of
different countries around the
world. It’s quite possible that
Ford will be making the Focus
and the C-Max not just for the
North American market, but for
export around the world.
Ultimately, the move of small
car production to Mexico is a
sign of evolution in the automotive industry, not the decline of
the American manufacturing
base, Wall said.
“The small car market around
the world is hyper-competitive,”

Wall said. “If you look at different
companies, they’ve often used
the small car to gain a foothold
in the American market. And
once that foothold has been established, they’ve introduced
bigger and more profitable vehicles to their North American
portfolio.”
Demand for small cars also has
declined over the past few years,
Wall said.
“While demand for small cars
has declined, demand for small
vehicles really hasn’t,” Wall said.
“Right now, it’s all about
crossovers. Look at the Jeep
Renegade. It’s made by Fiat
Chrysler in Brazil, Italy and
China and is meant to be a true
world car. It’s been popular and
is based on the Fiat 500 platform.
People tend not to associate the
Renegade with the small car market.”
And because most automakers
want to have a complete vehicle
portfolio, they will still keep making the small car, Wall said. But it
is a lower profit type of vehicle,
so the trend has been to move
production to lower-cost countries to keep expenses down.
“This announcement by Ford
didn’t come as a surprise to
those of us who watch the auto
industry,” Wall said. “I don’t
think people should take it as a
harbinger of doom for the American car business.
“It’s just an evolution and an
indication of how market forces
are working around the world.”
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Cadillac Gets Fashionable,
Names Retail Designers

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

helpful for us to learn from the
experience of opening and operating a pop-up retail location and
to benefit from the guidance and
expertise of the Retail Lab’s mentoring team.”
“The Retail Lab is an ideal opportunity to curate and convey
the complete Cushnie et Ochs
brand story and experience to
our customer,” added Michelle
Ochs.
“We look forward to having the
opportunity to spend time with
our retail customer, and to further understand their preferences and needs.”
Retail Lab, Acosta said, is also
supported by way of store fixtures provided by Alu, mannequins from DK Display, hangers from Henry Hangers and innovative technology and retail
business solutions from Prism,
Axis and KWI.
Retail Lab is a program
launched by Cadillac and
CFDA providing tangible value to

designers who are driving the
fashion industry forward, Acosta
said.
The main component of Retail
Lab will be a custom retail shop
located on the ground floor of
Cadillac House in New York.
Designers will work there
while also learning integral keys
to success in retail, including
business development, marketing and public relations.
In addition to covering costs
associated with a retail space,
such as real estate, display units,
mannequins, signage and pointof-sale system, Cadillac will provide each designer with a
$75,000 grant to put toward
wholesale buys, sales support
and marketing.
The CFDA and Cadillac have
assembled a team of experts
across fashion, retail, business
and technology to comprise
the Advisory Board, which will
curate the program curriculum,
develop a Retail Lab handbook
and provide valuable mentorship
guidance throughout.
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PRESTIGE TECH CENTER CADILLAC
Coming Soon!
Downtown Warren across from the General Motors Tech Center.
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developing relationships within
the auto industry, and support
from top business leaders.
Techstars Mobility, a Fordsponsored initiative now in its
second year, was designed to further the automaker’s mission to
enhance next-generation mobility solutions while helping startup companies get their footing in
the competitive world of business, Hall said.
“We came into Techstars confident in our technology, but still
searching for a better, more impactful application,” said Lyden
Foust, Spatial CEO. “No question,
our product would not be where
it is if it weren’t for the future-facing mindset of the Ford mentors.”
Like HAAS Alert and Cargo,
Hall said Spatial will continue
working with Ford to advance
the automaker’s mission to enhance smart mobility.
Spatial blends human-driven
data such as social media content with machine-assisted analysis to impact how people use
maps – allowing travelers to
“navigate like a local anywhere
on Earth.”
HAAS Alert aims to create intelligent traffic solutions by providing emergency vehicle data to
drivers, Hall said.
The Ford-supported pilot program is launching in metro Detroit.
“Working with Ford gives us
access to critical automotive applications and allows us to use
our data to assist in the connected car and autonomous vehicle
space for communication in mobility,” said Cory Hohs, HAAS
Alert CEO and cofounder. “It also
allows a collaborative environment for Ford, to learn from the
product work the HAAS team is
already doing in many different
markets.”
Cargo strives to enhance the
ride-share experience for both
drivers and passengers, Hall
said.
Cargo kits, sent directly to
ride-share drivers who purchase
them, are stocked with products
on-the-go passengers commonly
want – such as snacks.
Passengers benefit from the
convenience of in-vehicle items
available, and drivers benefit
from the supplemental income
being able to sell these items
could produce.
Both Spatial and HAAS Alert,
Hall said, will relocate some of
their company operations to the
Detroit area.

259
/MONTH

Ford Partners Up to Make
Life Easier for Drivers
Ford Motor Company has
entered into partnerships with
three start-up companies to
build an interactive map.
The map might make it possible to have an in-vehicle navigation system that uses humandriven, social media data such as
most-photographed areas and
food truck locations.
This partnership, said Ford
spokesman Alan Hall, could
make possible a world where advanced notifications warn drivers of approaching emergency
vehicles – or one in which rideshare vehicles double as convenience stores, enabling passengers to buy common items in the
car without having to make an
extra stop.
These scenarios could become
reality as Ford collaborates with
three 2016 Techstars Mobility
startups – Spatial, HAAS Alert
and Cargo – to pursue next-generation mobility solutions, said
Hall.
“The possibilities are endless
when you combine the experience and influence of a storied
company like Ford with the energy and innovation of these inspiring startups,” said Bill Coughlin,
president and CEO, Ford Global
Technologies.
“This year’s Techstars Mobility
program has truly exemplified
that, and we’re thrilled to continue working with Spatial, HAAS
Alert and Cargo.”
Spatial, Hall said, is a Cincinnati-based company that provides a dynamic, human-driven
layer of social intelligence to create mapping and navigation for
drivers.
Chicago-based HAAS Alert is a
connected notification platform
that warns motorists when emergency vehicles are approaching.
And Cargo, a New York-based
in-vehicle general store, helps
ride-share drivers cater to passengers.
The three companies were
among 12 selected for the threemonth mentorship, which culminated Sept. 8 with Techstars
Demo Day, which was held at
the Detroit Opera House.
The program, Hall said, is
meant to help accelerate each of
the businesses and fuels partnership opportunities across the
whole of the automotive industry.
Each received $120,000 in
funding, along with intensive
guidance on a variety of subjects, including business development, customer acquisition,
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progress!
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shopping experience
along with a
state-of-the-art
Service Department.
39 MONTH/10K PER YEAR
$3,149 DUE AT SIGNING AFTER ALL OFFERS

CT6 2016

EMPLOYEE
PRICING

3.6 L AWD LUXURY COLLECTION
Ultra Low mileage
Lease for
well qualified
GM employees

$

new dealership
439 The
located on the
/MONTH

39 MONTH/10K PER YEAR
$3,519 DUE AT SIGNING AFTER ALL OFFERS

east side of Van Dyke
north of 12 Mile Road
is expected to
be completed
in October.

CERTIFIED SERVICE

DEXOS OIL CHANGE
$

39

95

Limited time only. Up to 5 quarts.
Expires 9-30-16 •

CERTIFIED SERVICE

100% Customer
Satisfaction
Guarantee
OPEN SATURDAY 9AM-2PM
Complimentary Pickup and Delivery!

Tech Center Cadillac

Prestige Cadillac
8333 E. 11 Mile Rd.
Warren, MI 48093
PrestigeCadillac.com

Sales - 586.782.4137
Mon. & Thurs. 8:30-8
Tues., Wed., & Fri 8:30-6,
Sat. 10-4

Service
586.782.4173
Mon. - Fri. 7:30-6
Sat. 9-2

*Tax, title, license and dealer fees extra. No security deposit required. Excess mileage charge of $.25 per mile over 30,000 miles. Lessee pays
for excess wear and tear charges and a disposition fee of $595.00. All applicable rebates to dealer. Photo may not represent actual vehicle.
MRSP’s: CT6 $61,390, ATS $38,240, CTS $48,555, XTS Sedan $46,290, XT5 Crossover $45,890. See dealer for details. Take delivery by 9/30/2016.
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ED RINKE
2016 BUICK ENCORE

Stk. #B564184

Stk. #B564184

LEASE FOR

$
* 24
MO.
$1595 DOWN

99

$

19,259*

Stk. #G563840

LEASE FOR

$

349*36

MONTHS

$

PURCHASE FOR

$

1595 DOWN

46,279*

Stk. #B460955

Stk. #B461627

69

Stk. #B460930

$
* 24
MO.
$1595 DOWN

69

$

17,779*

$

MO.
159* 39

27,995*

2016 GMC SIERRA

Stk. #THWQ99

LEASE FOR

199*24

$

1595 DOWN

29,729*

Stk. #G561502

$

Stk. #G561502

139*24

MONTHS

$

Stk. #B461016

Stk. #B461016

PURCHASE
FOR

MO.
259*24

$

$

$1595 DOWN

31,199*

2017 GMC TERRAIN
SLE-1

LEASE FOR

PURCHASE FOR

MONTHS

24,519*

LEASE FOR

4WD • DBL. CAB
ELEVATION
EDITION

Stk. #THWQ99

$

$

$

2016 BUICK CASCADA

PURCHASE
FOR

$1595 DOWN

2017 GMC ACADIA

$

Stk. #B460930

LEASE FOR

PURCHASE
FOR

PURCHASE
FOR

$
* 24
MO.
$1595 DOWN

1SH SPORT
TOURING

Stk. #B461627

Stk. #B460955

LEASE FOR

2016 BUICK LACROSSE

SLE-1

Stk. #G563840

PREMIUM II

1SH SPORT
TOURING

2016 GMC YUKON
SLE • 4WD

2016 BUICK REGAL

2016 BUICK VERANO

LEASE FOR

PURCHASE
FOR

SEPTEMBER 19, 2016

PURCHASE FOR

$

999 DOWN

31,995*

Stk. #G570273

Stk. #G5702732

LEASE FOR

PURCHASE FOR

139*24

$

$

MONTHS

$

1595 DOWN

23,995*

We’ll give you a $3,500 minimum for your 2003 or newer trade in.

SHOWROOM HOURS:
MON. & THURS.
8:30AM-9PM
TUES., WED. & FRI.
8:30AM-6PM

See us for your GM employee purchases.

1-866-452-1300
26125 VAN DYKE AT 10 1/2 MILE ROAD

Paul
Makowski
pmakowski@edrinke.com

Dennis
Thacker
dthacker@edrinke.com

VISIT OUR WEBSITE: edrinke.com

Now looking for experienced salespeople to join our team!

*All prices and payments include GM rebates. Pictures may not represent actual vehicle. Pricing subject to change per GM incentives. Prices and payments are inclusive of active GM employee discount (unless otherwise stated). All leases are 10,000 miles per year with approved
S Tier credit. Acadia, Terrain, Regal, Verano and Encore are 24 months leases. Yukon and Envision are 36 month leases. Cascada and Lacrosse are 39 month leases. All Vehicles shown are $999 down. Deposition Fee may be required at vehicle turn in. Must have lease loyalty and/or
closing competitive lease. Prices and payments are plus tax, title, plate fee w/ acquisition fee up front, refundable security deposit required on certain vehicles – to be determined by lender. Pricing is subject to select model vehicles- while supplies last. **$3,500 trade in is valid on
2003 or newer vehicles w/ under 115k miles in drivable condition, no branded titles, reconditioning determined by appraiser. Certain restrictions may apply, see dealer for complete details. ** Exp date: 9/30/2016.

ED RINKE
2017 VOLT

Stk. #563610

Stk. #563406

LEASE FOR
24 MONTHS

89*

$

PURCHASE FOR

29,879*

$

$999 DOWN

Stk. #570021

Stk. #570021

LEASE A LT
36 MONTHS

259*

$

$999 DOWN

PURCHASE A LS

18,369*

$

LEASE FOR
39 MONTHS

339*

$

$999 DOWN

PURCHASE FOR

28,329*

$

LEASE FOR
24 MONTHS

119*

$

Stk. #563963

69*

$

$999 DOWN

PURCHASE FOR

15,869*

$

PURCHASE FOR

20,110*

$

TRAVERSE
LS

LS

LEASE FOR
24 MONTHS

Stk. #570232

$999 DOWN

TRAX
Stk. #563963

LS

2017

Stk. #470040

Stk. #470040

EQUINOX

Stk. #570232

2016

19,369*

$

$999 DOWN

149*

$

2016

109*

$

PURCHASE A LS

Stk. #470073

LEASE A LT
24 MONTHS

LT

2016

Stk. #461910

Stk. #470063

CAMARO

2

LEASE A LT
24 MONTHS

31,592*

$999 DOWN

MALIBU
Stk. #461777

PURCHASE FOR

$

2017

2016

LT

NO EMPLOYEE
DISCOUNT
REQUIRED

2017

LT • 4WD
DBL
CAB

CRUZE

Stk. #570089

LEASE FOR
24 MONTHS

159*

$

$999 DOWN

Stk. #570089

PURCHASE FOR

26,889*

$

– NO APPOINTMENTS NECESSARY FOR OIL CHANGES –

ED RINKE

• FAST • FRIENDLY • DISCOUNTS

R
VISIT OU NE
QUICK LA

GM SERVICE CENTER
MICHIGAN’S LARGEST

•SERVICE DEPT. •PARTS •BODY SHOP

866-452-1547
26125 Van Dyke @ 101/2 Mile
Center Line, MI 48015

Quick Oil Change EXPRESS
LANE
LUBE OIL FILTER

23

$

95

Up to 5 qts.
Fluid Level,
Brake & Alignment Check Included.

BODY SHOP
586-754-7000
ext 1231

We use Genuine GM Oil & Filter

INSURANCE
WRECK
AMENDED

No additional or hidden charges.
Out the door pricing.
Open Mondays & Thursdays until 8:30pm
Excludes synthetic, Diesel & Med. Duty Trucks.
Most GM cars & trucks. One coupon per customer. Must
present coupon with order. Plus tax. Expires 9-30-16.

WE REPAIR
ALL MAKES
& MODELS

TRANSPORTATION AVAILABLE
During Scheduled Repairs

FREE OIL CHANGE
With Each Major Repair

SERVICE HOURS: Monday & Thursday 6:30am-9:00pm; Tuesday, Wednesday & Friday 6:30am-6:00pm • Shuttle at 6:30am - Pick-up Both Ways • All Day starting at 6:30am.

See us for your GM employee purchases.

1-877-451-7707
Nicole
Dodge
nhuminski@edrinke.com

Jim
Pfeifle
jpfeifle@edrinke.com

26125 VAN DYKE AT 10 1/2 MILE ROAD

Now looking for experienced salespeople to join our team!

NO DOC FEES
Find Us on

FACEBOOK

Cadillac sold 28,228 new vehicles globally in August, an increase of 4.5 percent compared
with Cadillac’s August 2015
sales.
August marked the second
consecutive month in which
Cadillac global growth exceeded
20 percent, driven by the new
XT5 crossover, said Cadillac
spokesman David Caldwell.
In August Cadillac’s U.S. sales
rose 3.9 percent, while sales in
China soared 93.4 percent. Year
to date, Cadillac global sales are
up 4.5 percent.
The new XT5 sold 8,523 units
in August, the most since its
launch this past spring. Sales of
Cadillac’s sporty ATS sedan and
coupe models grew 18.4 percent
globally. The XTS sedan registered a 52.9 percent increase, as
well.
The new CT6 luxury sedan registered its highest sales since
launch, with U.S. sales in August
increasing 49.5% above July.
In the U.S., the brand experienced volume growth while continuing to earn a premium position in the marketplace. Cadillac
average
transaction
prices
topped $53,000 per unit (according to J.D. Power Information
Network), the highest among
full-line luxury brands.
“We are seeing consistent
progress on our mission to grow
global volume while simultaneously building brand prestige,”
said Cadillac President Johan de
Nysschen. “Product substance is
the foundation of our disciplined
approach to global expansion.”

Detroit Lions,
Uber Kick
Off Alliance

WE’LL GIVE YOU A $3,500 MINIMUM FOR YOUR 2003 OR NEWER TRADE IN

SILVERADO

Cadillac’s Global
Sales in August
Show Strength

VISIT OUR WEBSITE:
edrinke.com

SHOWROOM HOURS: MON. & THURS. 8:30AM-9PM / TUES., WED. & FRI. 8:30AM-6PM /
*All applicable rebates including lease loyalty, equinox loyalty or lease conquest offers have been deducted from sale price/payment. Malibu, Cruze, Equinox, Traverse, Trax and Silverado are 24 month leases. Volt is a 36 month
lease. Impala and Camaro are 39 month leases. Pricing is subject to select model vehicles, while supplies last. Pictures may not represent actual vehicle. Prices subject to change per GM incentives. Prices and payments are
inclusive of active GM Employee Discount (Unless otherwise stated). Pricing is subjecto select model vehicles while supplies last. All leases are 10k miles per year w/ approved S Tier credit w/ $999 due at signing. Prices &
payments are plus tax, title, and plate fees with acquisition fee up front. Deposition Fee may be required at vehicle turn in. Refundable security deposit required on certain vehicles –to be determined by lender. **$3500 trade-in is valid on 2003 or newer vehicles with under 115k
miles in drivable condition, no branded titles, less reconditioning determined by appraiser. Certain restrictions may apply, see dealer for complete details.** Expiration Date – 9/30/16.

The Detroit Lions have entered into a new partnership
with Uber as the official
rideshare partner for the 2016
season.
The partnership includes an
Uber-exclusive pickup and dropoff point located along the northbound E Fisher Service Drive, between Woodward and John R on
game days, said Detroit Lions
Team President Rod Wood.
“Providing options for fans arriving and departing from Ford
Field on Lions game days continues to be a priority,” said Wood.
“Partnering with Uber will give
fans a convenient and safe transportation alternative as well as
encourage ride-sharing.”
The Detroit Lions are also
working with Uber to ensure an
efficient ride experience, Wood
said.
Lions fans who use Uber on
game days will be eligible for
special Lions’ giveaways, Wood
said.
“Uber is teaming up with the
Lions to make sure a trip to and
from Ford Field is hassle-free,”
Uber Michigan General Manager
Sagar Shah said. “Lions fans can
skip the parking lot – just open
the Uber app, push a button, and
get a ride.”
Additionally, Uber will grant a
Lions’ exclusive promotion code
(LIONSDET) for first-time users,
valid for one free ride up to $20,
Shah said.
Uber is a technology platform
that is evolving the way the
world moves. By connecting riders to drivers through their
apps, Uber makes cities more
accessible, opening up more
possibilities for riders and more
business for drivers, Shah said.
From their founding in 2009 to
launches in over 400 cities today,
Uber’s rapidly expanding global
presence continues to bring people and their cities closer. For
more information, Shah said
people should visit the company’s Web site at Uber.com.
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Social Media Sites Being
Used More by Car Buyers
Consumers who use the internet during their new-vehicle
shopping process are increasingly turning to social media websites as a source of information,
according to the J.D. Power 2016
New Autoshopper Study released Sept. 15.
The study, said J.D. Power
spokesman John Tews, analyzes
how new-vehicle buyers use digital devices – tablets, smartphones and computers – to gather information prior to purchase,
as well as which websites and
apps they use during the shopping process. The study also examines which types of content
new-vehicle buyers access during their shopping process and
which content they find most
useful.
Among automotive internet
shoppers, Tews said 22 percent
use a social media site as a
source while shopping for their
new vehicle, up from 16 percent
in 2015. The most popular social
media sites used by auto internet
shoppers during the shopping
process are YouTube (13 percent), DealerRater (7 percent)
and Facebook (5 percent).
“Social media plays a large role
in many consumers’ lives, so it’s
not surprising that it’s one of the
tools they’re using during the vehicle-shopping process,” said
Mike Battaglia, vice president,
automotive retail at J.D. Power.
“While we would not expect social media sites to compete headon with designated auto shopping sites like Toyota.com and
Kelley Blue Book, it’s easy to understand the role and relevance
social plays in the automotive
shopping process.”
Among automotive internet
shoppers who use social media,
only 13 percent indicate that the

information posted on social media sites influenced their purchase decision, and only 2 percent say a social site was the
“most useful site” they visited.
“Social media platforms aren’t
as useful as automotive shopping websites for automotive information, but they do serve the
needs of consumers for unbiased
dealer reviews, affirmations from
other vehicle owners, accessing
automotive-related videos and
exchanging ideas and opinions
with friends and family members,” said Battaglia.
Slightly more than one-third
(34 percent) of new-vehicle buyers using social media for automotive information post a picture of their new vehicle on a social site. Facebook is by far the
most posted site at 88 percent,
followed by Instagram at 21 percent.
While the use of social media
in the automotive research
process is increasing, it still does
not rival the traffic to auto shopping websites, Moore said.
The study finds that more than
nine out of 10 automotive internet shoppers visit at least one
automaker’s site during the
shopping process, while 84 percent visit a dealer site and 79
percent visit a third-party site.
On average, internet shoppers
visit 10 automotive websites in
their shopping process: four
automotive manufacturer websites, three third-party websites
and three dealership websites.
The most frequently accessed
content on automotive shopping
websites are model information
(89 percent), vehicle pricing (88
percent) and photo galleries (81
percent). Yet, auto internet shoppers find different types of sites
more useful for different reasons.
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VYLETEL
0% FOR 72 MONTHS ON 2016 GMC YUKONS
– Offer ends Monday, September 12th –

2015 GMC

ALL NEW 2017 GMC

DENALI • FWD

FWD • SLE-1

TERRAIN
*

29,995

$

WAS

Stock #8402-15
GM pricing plus tax, title, lic. & doc fees.

TERRAIN

LEASE
FOR ONLY

$

279*

LEASE
FOR ONLY

1,873 DUE AT SIGNING

185*

DEMO
SPECIAL

104*

1,755 DUE AT SIGNING

NO SECURITY DEPOSIT REQUIRED

NO SECURITY DEPOSIT REQUIRED!

NO SECURITY DEPOSIT REQUIRED!

2016 GMC

ALL NEW 2016
BUICK LACROSSE

ALL NEW 2016
BUICK ENCORE

24

MONTH
LEASE
FOR ONLY

10K PER YEAR

$

Stock #4712-16 • Deal #62596
GM pricing plus tax, title lic. & doc fees.
GM pricing must have Non GM in household
set to expire 365 days from delivery.

1500 • 4WD • DOUBLE CAB

$

$

24 MONTH/
9,544 PER YR

Stock #5015-17 • Deal #62606
GM pricing plus tax, title lic. & doc fees.
GM pricing must have Non GM in household
set to expire 365 days from delivery.

SIERRA

FWD • SLE-1

139*

$

42,165 MSRP

1SH • SPORT TOURING

$

39 MONTH/
10K PER YEAR

LEASE
FOR ONLY

$

209*

AWD • SPORT TOURING

$

39 MONTH/
10K PER YEAR

1,838 DUE AT SIGNING

LEASE
FOR ONLY

$

179*

1,695 DUE AT SIGNING

10K PER YEAR

Stock #9404-17 • Deal #63132
$1648 total due at signing.
GM pricing plus tax, title, lic. & doc fees.
Must have non-GM in household
to expire within 365 days.

Stock #9359-16 • Deal #62603
$1828 total due at signing. GM pricing plus tax, title, lic.
& doc fees. Must qualify for GMC/Buick lease loyality.
Must have current Buick/GMC lease in household.
Lease figured w/$1,500 dealer IVC Certificates.
Programs subject to change while IVC supply last.
Lease example is stock specific.

NO SECURITY DEPOSIT REQUIRED!

NO SECURITY DEPOSIT REQUIRED!

2015 GMC

ONLY ONE LEFT
15% OFF LIST

SIERRA

1500 • 4WD • DOUBLE CAB • SLE

Leather heated seats, Rear camera,
Push start & more!
Stock #4811-16 • Deal #62598
GM pricing plus tax, title lic. & doc fees.
Must qualify for lease conquest rebate.

NO SECURITY DEPOSIT REQUIRED!

NO SECURITY DEPOSIT REQUIRED!

ALL NEW 2016 BUICK CASCADA

35,516*

PREMIUM • 1SP
SUMMER FUN! ALL NEW BUICK CONVERTIBLE

39 MONTH/
10K PER YEAR

LEASE
SPECIAL

SAVE OVER

$6,969 OFF LIST
Stock #8717-15
GM pricing plus tax of $2,549, title, lic.& doc fees.

$
$

289*

1,817 DUE AT SIGNING

Stk. #4858-16 • Deal# 60590
GM pricing plus tax, title lic. & doc fees.
GM pricing must have Non GM in household
set to expire 365 days from delivery.

VISIT OUR WEBSITE TO SEARCH FOR MORE VEHICLE SELECTIONS AT WWW.VYLETEL.NET

40755 Van Dyke • Sterling Heights •
WWW.VYLETEL.NET

All wheel drive

Stock #4959-16 • Deal #62599
GM pricing plus tax, title lic. & doc fees.
GM pricing must have Non GM in household
set to expire 365 days from delivery.

6” CHROME
ASSIST
STEPS

$

WAS

FWD • PREMIUM II GROUP

$

36 MONTH/
10K PER YEAR

Stock #9507-17 • Deal #63133
$1062 total due at signing.
GM pricing plus tax, title, lic. & doc fees.
Must have GM lease loyalty rebate.

2017 GMC

$42,485

ALL NEW 2016
BUICK REGAL

10K PER YEAR

SAVE OVER

24

289

LEASE
FOR ONLY

$9,600 OFF LIST

MONTH
LEASE
FOR ONLY

FWD • CONVENIENCE

*

$

36
MONTH

NEW!

$39,605

ALL NEW 2017
BUICK ENCLAVE

ACADIA

NO SECURITY DEPOSIT REQUIRED!

586.977.2800

SALES: Sun CLOSED; M, TH 8:30am-9pm; T, W, F 8:30am-6pm; SAT 10am-3pm
SERVICE: Sun CLOSED; M, TH 7am-8pm; T, W, F 7am-6pm; Sat 8am-1pm

•*All lease/purchase examples are figured with GM employee pricing. lease conquest rebate qualifies to customers who have a non GM lease in household set to expire within 365 days of new lease/
purchase delivery date. *Buick/GMC lease loyalty rebate applies to customers who have a current Buick/GMC lease in house hold. IVC certificates may apply to lease/ purchase examples and are good
while dealer supply last. Exp. 9/30/16

SEPTEMBER
IS HERE AND

TIME TO

FALL
INTO

2017 EQUINOX “LS”

• Chevrolet Complete Care INCLUDED!
• 2.4L DOHC Engine! • Rear Vision Camera!
• 7” Color Touch Screen MyLink Radio! • Bluetooth for Phone!
• OnStar with 4G LTE with built-in Wi-Fi hotspot!
• Remote Keyless Entry!
• Aluminum Wheels!

– 24/7 & 365 –

40 YEARS
OF QUALITY SERVICE

CELL # 1-586-405-5175

Was $25,855

Sale Price $19,999*

NO SECURITY
DEPOSIT REQUIRED.
TAX, TITLE AND
PLATE FEES EXTRA!

36 MONTH LEASE:

119*

129*

$

$999 DOWN

$999 DOWN

Hurry!…There is Still time to Get HOT deals on EVERY New Chevy In Stock!*

2017 TRAVERSE “LS” 2016 SILVERADO “LT”

& PURCHASE PRICES

CALL
BRUCE LITVIN

Sale Price $20,110*

NO SECURITY
DEPOSIT REQUIRED.
TAX, TITLE AND
PLATE FEES EXTRA!

$

LEASE PAYMENTS

Please call with the vehicle you desire
and you will be delighted with the payment.

Stock#G30829

24 MONTH LEASE:

SOME OF THE

E
R
OF CT
H
Y
E
A
ALL FOR DETAILS

• Chevrolet Complete Care INCLUDED!
• 1.5L Turbo DOHC Engine! • Ambient Interior Lighting!
• OnStar w/4G LTE w/built-in Wi-Fi hotspot! • 17" AIIoy Wheels!
• 7” Color Touch Screen MyLink Radio!
• 8 Way Power Driver’s Seat!
• Rear Vision Camera!

Stock#H31050

Was $26,405

BEST

2016 MALIBU “LT”
ALL NEW

Was $32,745

• Chevrolet Complete Care INCLUDED!
• 3.6L V6 SIDI Engine! • 6.5” Color Touch Screen Radio!
• Bluetooth for Phone! • 8 Passenger Seating!
• Remote Keyless Entry!
• Power Driver’s Seat!
• Rear Vision Camera!

4X4 DBL CAB
• Chevrolet Complete Care INCLUDED!
• Ecotech3 4.3L V6! • Automatic Transmission! • GM Bedliner Included!
• 8” Color Screen Mylink Radio with USB Ports! • Aluminum Wheels!
• OnStar w/4G LTE w/Built in Wi-Fi Hotspot!
• Steering Wheel Radio Controls!
• Remote Keyless Entry!

Stock#2H1055

Stock#G31167

Sale Price $24,871*

24 MONTH LEASE:

169*

$

$999 DOWN

NO SECURITY
DEPOSIT REQUIRED.
TAX, TITLE AND
PLATE FEES EXTRA!
Was $40,370

Sale Price $29,999*

NO SECURITY
DEPOSIT REQUIRED.
TAX, TITLE AND
PLATE FEES EXTRA!

24 MONTH LEASE:

99*

$

$999 DOWN

blitvin@lunghamer.com

1-888-665-5438
#44296

#42333

#21552

475 SUMMIT DRIVE • 248-292-2502 • 5825 HIGHLAND RD. (M59) • WATERFORD

*Pictures may not represent actual sale vehicle. All applicable incentives including competitive lease, lease conquest or lease loyalty offers have been deducted from Sale
Prices/Payments and are subject to change by the manufacturer without notice and are plus title, tax, plate and CVR fees and were valid at time of printing. GM employee discount required except where noted. Leases are 10,000 miles per year and a disposition fee may be required at lease turn in. $2500 minimum trade-in guarantee is for 2014 or newer vehicles with 150,000 miles or less in
drivable condition when you purchase or lease 2016 vehicle out of dealer stock. No branded titles. Certain restrictions apply, see dealer for complete details on all incentives/offers. Sale ends 9/30/2016 @ 6:00PM.
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– Private Party –

buff whelan
chevrolet

24 Month Lease/10,000 Miles

158

$

OVER 1,000

New Chevrolets in Stock!
WE GUARANTEE THE
LOWEST PRICES OR IT’S FREE ☺

*

+ Tax with
$0 Down

NO SECURITY DEPOSIT REQUIRED

2016 MALIBU 1LT

2017 EQUINOX LT

NO SECURITY
DEPOSIT
REQUIRED

NO SECURITY
DEPOSIT
REQUIRED

7” Touch Screen Radio, Remote Start,
Wireless Charging, Power Locks, Power Windows,
Power Mirrors, Bluetooth, Onstar, XM Radio & More…

7” Touch Screen, OnStar/XM Satellite Radio
MYLink Touch Screen Radio, Remote Keyless Entry
Rear Vision Camera, Alum. Wheels & More…

36 Month Lease/10,000 Miles

24 Month Lease/10,000 Miles

183

*

$

+ Tax with
$0 Down

NO SECURITY DEPOSIT REQUIRED

*

+ Tax with
$0 Down

NO SECURITY DEPOSIT REQUIRED

Free shuttle service to home, office or shopping.

18 MILE RD.

Van Dyke • South of 18 Mile • Sterling Heights

Jeff Caul

586-274 -0396
PEP QUOTES BY PHONE OR EMAIL: JEFF CAUL AT JCAUL@BUFFWHELAN.COM

SINCE
1989

MOUND

buff whelan chevrolet

WHERE THE DEALS MAKE THE DIFFERENCE, EVERY DAY SINCE 1970!

# 

SCHOENHERR

188

$

VAN DYKE

☺
We guarantee the lowest price or it’s free!

ALL STAR EDITION, Power Window & Locks
7” Touch Screen Radio, Trailer Tow, Remote Start
Alum. Wheels, Back Up Camera & More…

586-274 -0396

☺
We guarantee the lowest price or it’s free!

Cell 248.338.0852

DOUBLE CAB
ALLSTAR PKG
4X4

NO SECURITY
DEPOSIT
REQUIRED

METRO PKWY.

CONVENIENT HOURS: MON. & THURS. 8:30AM-9PM / TUES., WED. & FRI. 8:30AM-6:30PM /

*See dealer for details. All Rebates/Incentives have been deducted from sale price/payment and are subject to change by
manufacturer without notice. GM Employee discount required unless otherwise noted. The Silverado and Malibu leases include
Chevrolet Lease Loyalty. The Equinox lease assume that you qualify for lease conquest. To qualify for Lease Conquest you must have a NON-GM Lease in the household that terminates within 365 days. All lease payments are based on 10,000 miles per year. 1st payment, tax, title and plate fee due at signing on all leases unless
otherwise noted. All deals expire 09/30/16.

☺

We guarantee the lowest price or it’s free!

☺

We guarantee the lowest price or it’s free!

We guarantee the lowest price or it’s free!

Kelly

2016 SILVERADO 1LT

☺

Classic Car
1930-1995

of the Year at

We guarantee the lowest price or it’s free!

We guarantee the lowest price or it’s free!

WANTED

HOTTEST DEALS

☺

☺

from 100,000 to 1 million miles.
Participating dealers may also
offer additional benefits to members, ranging from free car washes to discounts on oil changes
and Chevrolet accessories for
their trucks.
Finally, Chevrolet will periodically offer Truck Legends members once-in-a-lifetime experiences, taking advantage of
Chevrolet’s other partnerships,
Suba said.
These experiences could range
from front-row seats at concerts,
to attending sold-out Major
League Baseball events, to getting a sneak peek at new Chevrolet models.
The Truck Legends program is
free to join for individuals who
have more than 100,000 miles on
their Chevrolet truck or have
purchased or leased two or more
new Chevy trucks in their lifetime. Eligible vehicles include:
• Silverado and Silverado HD
(and past C/K trucks);
• Colorado (and past S-10
trucks);
• Tahoe;
• Suburban;
• Avalanche.
Texas owners can sign up for
the program by creating a profile
at ChevyTruckLegends.com.
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Chevrolet has launched Truck
Legends, an exclusive community “recognizing customers in the
heart of truck country who have
helped make Chevrolet Trucks
some of the most iconic trucks in
America.”
Truck Legends is open to all
Texas residents who have more
than 100,000 miles on their
Chevy truck or have purchased
or leased more than one new
Chevy truck in their lifetime, said
GM spokesman Kyle Suba. The
program will roll out nationwide
in 2017.
These customers have helped
make Chevrolet the fastest-growing pickup truck brand in the industry for 2016, said Sandor
Piszar, Chevrolet truck marketing
director. Their loyalty is a testament to the durability of Silverado.
“We know there is a story behind every mile, every truck and
every customer,” said Piszar.
“The Truck Legends program is
our way of saying ‘thank you’ to
our loyal customers, and curating some of their stories.”
Piszar said GM will celebrate
the 100th anniversary of the first
Chevrolet truck in 2018, and
that event would not be complete without recognizing the
customers who have made
Chevrolet part of the fabric of
America.
“The stories from our Truck
Legends will play a key part in
celebrating the next hundred
years of Chevrolet trucks,” Piszar
said.
Truck Legends members will
receive exclusive Truck Legends
memorabilia, Suba said, which
includes Chevy Truck Legends
hats, Truck Legends decals and,
if applicable, decals celebrating
mileage
milestones
ranging
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Chevrolet Celebrating the
Heart of Texas Truck Fans
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General Motors’
Green Efforts
Gain Praise
General Motors was again
ranked on the Dow Jones Sustainability Index for corporate
sustainability leadership in the
automotive industry.
This is the second year GM
has been selected as an index
component and the company
remains the only automaker on
the North American index, said
GM
spokeswoman
Colleen
Oberc.
The Dow Jones Sustainability
Index is the leading global
benchmark for corporate sustainability, Oberc said.
DJSI tracks leading sustainability-driven companies based on
investment firm RobecoSAM’s
analysis of financially relevant
environmental, social and governance factors.
“The DJSI ranking demonstrates that GM is doing business with a greater sense of purpose,” said Craig Glidden, GM executive vice president public
policy and general counsel.
“This practice benefits our
customers and employees, and
helps us better serve the communities where we work around
the world.”
GM’s score increased 5 points
this year, thanks to higher rankings in 14 of 22 categories, with
perfect scores in climate strategy and brand management,
Oberc said. GM also received a
high score in the index’s new materiality category, which evaluates sustainability issues linked
to business drivers.
Another major update to the
DJSI methodology is an increased focus on human rights.
Last year, GM joined the UN
Global Compact, pledging to
support and promote the compact’s 10 principles in the areas
of human rights, labor, environment and anti-corruption.
Recently, GM Chairman and
CEO Mary Barra committed to a
vision of a decarbonized automotive industry, Oberc said.
At the World Economic Forum,
Barra, as well as 13 other automotive CEOs, committed to the
idea that safe and affordable
automotive transportation is no
longer just for a privileged few.
GM also launched its Do Your
Part recycling initiative, collecting water bottles from six GM
facilities and Flint residents,
Oberc said.
The plastic is transformed
through a supply web of 11 companies and philanthropic organizations into three new materials
that benefit products, plants and
people.

Hyundai Recalls
Small SUVs That
May Not Move
DETROIT (AP) – Hyundai is recalling about 41,000 small SUVs
in the U.S. because a software
glitch can stop the vehicles from
accelerating.
The recall came after pressure
from the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration. It
covers 2016 Tucson models with
seven-speed dual-clutch automatic transmissions.
Hyundai says it started getting
reports in June that the engines
would rev but the SUVs wouldn’t
move.
Engineers traced the problem
to the transmission control computer that monitors driving to refine gear shifting.
If the gas pedal is repeatedly
cycled, the Tucsons may not accelerate.
Hyundai at first sent a service
bulletin to dealers but decided
to do a recall after meeting with
the safety agency.
The recall began Sept. 7. Dealers will reprogram the transmission computer.

